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Neha Mogre
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 0 pm (Edit)

The answer to the the question about affirmative action being effective or not is yes it can be taken as stepping stone towards real women

empowerment. But it can be just use to tighten a single screw. For fitting whole gadget we have to look for other options which hits the psyche

of a man towards woman. But again before all this we need to make indian women understand that she is just another human being like a man

and not to be treated as an object.

Coming back to affirmative action we can consider one successful experiment of reservations in panchayati raj system. The participation of

women in the political process has been really progressive. Recently in most of the government scheme beneficiary is the woman in the

family. This also provides lot of leverage as it improves economic decision making capability.

Affirmative action can definitely be trigger to start the process of women empowerment

Reply

Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:23  pm (Edit)

Changing psyche of man is not only the solution, but changing minds of society is real challenge. Giving reservation does not lead to any

good initiation in mind,rather we should focus on multidimensional development of women. Cause in rural area even they participate in

politics, the major rights belongs to only men community.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:25 pm (Edit)

Do you think 50% reservation in Panchayats has ‘empowered’ women?

Reply
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Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:29 pm (Edit)

this reservation in legislature for women,which is considered as a strp to empowerment is not producing the desired place.becoz the

reality is tht the particular post is filled by women but decision making is done by men only…thus it is not a real effort towards women

empowermwnt

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:44 pm (Edit)

@sunaina can you plz tell me how is responsible for this? In rural areas women itself don’t want to take initiative in this regard …

Reply

Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:52 pm (Edit)

u r right….this is also the problem..i have mentioned in my other post the same thing which u mentioned here…there is dire need

to make aware women regarding their rights,their capabilities,abilities,potentials so tht they get motivated and take some

initiatives towards their empowerments…this is true no policy,no programe,no act will work until women themselves come

forward and do the things………..

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :33  pm (Edit)

very true so with all these policies blend to women awareness is also essential for desired results..
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Reply

kittu kumari
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:00 pm (Edit)

yes i agree that reservation must be given and that to about 50% but for a specific period of time only i.e until there is an

increase in active participation of women in politics and other major fields because reservation for years may lead to a wrong

path when women starts thinking that they belong to weaker section . from years, attitude towards women as a weaker section

has occupied the society at grass root levels. this is due to a preconception that women are not physically strong when

compared to men .. this is what from childhood a girl is taught (mainly in rural area)but if we take example of animals say a

female deer… it runs as fast as a male deer just because it has no misconception about her ability like in humans that’s what a

girls should be taught . well these conceptions are mostly limited to rural areas where a women consider themselves as weak

and they do taught their children the same thing. any policies for empowerment of women will reach only when women are

ready to receive. law which punish the one who indulges in the crime against women will work for temporary period .

Reply

Krv
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 0:08 pm(Edit)

very nice “female deer ” analogy…as Gandhi said “If I have the belief that I can do it, I shall surely acquire the capacity to

do it even if I may not have it at the beginning”…the female deer starts believing she can do it , there fore it runs and

achieves the pace…

Reply

Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:31  pm (Edit)

No Sir/Madam reservation is complete political game.It helps at certain extent but development through all angle is essential.
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Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 2  pm (Edit)

but that angle will be provided only when society will come forward.society is me and you.We need to educate our surrounding,do

we seriously do that ?

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:31  pm (Edit)

Absolutely no.Most of those Women elected in Panchayats work as per their husbands wish.Some of them has no dare and some don’t

know about their duties also.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :28 pm (Edit)

In panchayats, Women may be getting influenced by Men counterparts or may not. But this will definitely empower women. It is

giving them financial independence and support of other females for them to come out and complain about any discrimination

against them. This will give equal confidence to every other women in the village to come out and discuss their problems since they

will have a confidence about their voice being heard by someone and hope of justice. Reservations are also leading to increased

decision making capability of women at home.

Reply

Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:35 pm (Edit)
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not really, because women are themselves not aware of their rights and there is proxy participation. Though it has bought a minor

positive change as well

Reply

Nikku
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:39 pm (Edit)

I think it is still too early to draw a conclusion on this.

PRI reforms aim at an evolution ( and not a revolution) and passing a judgement based on 20 years of reform to overcome centuries of

evil, is hasty in my opinion.

We need to give it more time. There are many problems, but there are a few success story as well.

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 5 pm (Edit)

right i support you here.its too early. may be this generation women are not taking decision,but surely generation next to them will

learn and change. Democracy is continuous process and we are under social tranistion.

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:43  pm (Edit)

@insights there is no doubt that 50% reservation in PRI empowered women socially , politically ,economically to some extent. But it

should also be noted that ki women ki is situation ke liye responsible kafi extent tak khud women bhi hai . Means Government have

provided you all the means and you should have to use them but maine ,personally villages mae ye dekha hai ki women panch ,block
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parmukh ya mahapardan khud initiative nahi lena chahtie hai us se poocho to kahti hai ki ghar ke kaam se time hi nahi milta bahar ka

kaam VO ( generally husband) dekh le gae. to jab Vo hi bahar ka kaam dekhe gae tab aap ka fayda hi kya hai?

so this mentality should needed to be changed. women have to take initiative for there empowerment . If they not care for there own

rights no one going to care them… log aap ki help tab hi kar shakte hai jab aap khud apni help karna chaho..

Reply

Vishakha
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :03  pm (Edit)

Yes alok you are right . I totally agree with your opinion.

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 9 pm (Edit)

I agree and support you.But tell me one thing that feeling about their rights,feeling of taking imitative or of doing something comes

from where ? it comes when we learn i.e. education or when we get exposed.Are those women getting anything like this,they are

merely like puppet.This will also change,may be other way round when the society or the villagers will demand.

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :51  pm (Edit)

@Himanshu so what did your opinion should government start schools for them ?  . ye awareness koi technical awareness nahi

hai jis kae liye koi specialized training chaiye it’s just like responsibility jo authority ke sath apne aap aa jate hai . common

intelligence hai

Reply
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Dheeraj
Nov ember 1 , 201 3  at 6:40 pm (Edit)

Education is the only solution..Obviously it will take time…Certainly the conditioning these village women have been

subjected to can’t be dealt with over night..It takes time and its happening though at very low speed…

And My optimism is based on the change in women empowerment due to Affirmative actions.So affirmative actions combined

with proper education id definitely going to help.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :32 pm (Edit)

I agree with you upto certain extent. But definitely they need a oppurtunity when they want to empower. So affirmative action may

not give immediate results because age old discrimination can’t be equated by one or two laws. It needs time for women to come out

and use the oppurtunities. First mentality of men should be changed to allow women to participate and take initiate.

Reply

Vishakha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:54 pm (Edit)

No 50% reservation in panchayats has not empowered women ,this is true that upto the time of elections women take part in election

campaign and also in other activities to win the election but after winning election they doesn’t take decision of their own in fact they

doesn’t allow to take their own decision regarding any issue ,they do what their husband take the decision . Women today also mostly in

village areas lack leadership quality .They fear of social constraints . But now women whether in rural or urban areas should have the

ability to take their of their own , should have the courage to speak what they think about any issue . If they want they can become good

leader than man , the thing is to do to motivate them to encourage them to make them feel that they have the unique power hidden in

their soul .
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Reply

shahidkapoor14
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :41  pm (Edit)

mera manna hai women empowerment krna hai to dhanche mein sudhar krna hoga.reservation se kuch ni hoga.school mein hi ladke

ladkiyon ke differentiate krna shuru ho jata hai.. ladke alg baithe ladki alag baithi hai..mere school mein ladki se bat kr lo to lgta hai

jaise kya ho gya..sudhar krna hao to wha kro..ladke aur ladkiyan milke bachpan se hi rhenge to dono hi 1 jaisa right khojenge ..ladko

ka nazariya badega..ladkiya object ki trh ladke tb use krte hai jb unko rarely miltio hai. agar bachpan se sath hi rhenge to object ki

bhi bat ni rhegi… isliye kuch krna hai women empowerment mein to school level se phle khtm kro badlaw kuch dinon mein nazr ane

lgega agli generation se.

Reply

Vinod
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:21  pm (Edit)

@sahid

what r u talking abt?

problem is not with boys and girls sitting togather or not . but fear of people about falling of their daughter in illegitimate affair

with some one in school , it may result mental harassment to familly of the girl in village and more concern about damaging

reputation of their daughter in village

which will produce serious consequences not only regarding her marriage but also of her cousions.

in rural society which is different from urban counterpart such affair things matter a lot. it can be seen in HARYANA where

parents always prefer to send their daughter in Girls school/colleges

Reply

jyoti
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:06 pm (Edit)
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The reservation in panchayati raj has helped in women empowerment to a large extent especially in rural areas. But in states like UP,

Haryana, etc, males only are fighting and winning election in name of their wives who are only needed while signing the papers or

‘ribbon-cutting’ ceremonies and rest of the times they’re not even let out in public even. So I’d say that reservation has helped more

needs to be done.

Reply

zeeshah
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 6 pm (Edit)

empowerment of women on paper is not the real empowerment.. women empowerment in a real sense can be achieved when they

actively participate not only in institutes where there is a reservation for them but also in field where there is no reservation.

reservation actually seems a wild-card to fill the left over.. though knowing the conventional and traditional setup of our nation

reservation can be used as a tool to balance our nations “gender equality vehicle”, but in long run there should be the free environment

for the women to live work and survive in a way she wants and prefers ofcourse without degrading the morality.

Reply

Shafiqur Rahman
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:44 pm (Edit)

In my village pradhan is a woman but no one knows her name. Real Pradhan is her husbanad she is called Pradhan’s wife!

Reply

zeeshah
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:46 pm (Edit)

empowerment of women on paper is not the empowerment in real sense. it is actually only when women actively participate in it

without fare and when they truly dare to achieve better position.reservation seems the wild-card to fill the leftover.why should we have

so?….
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knowing conventional and traditional setup of our country using reservation as a tool to balance the gender equality vehicle of our

nation at a start is good but we should not linger on it. rather we should set the time limit for achieving full-to equality, may be a decade

and then give women free air to live , work and survive the way they prefer, offcourse without degrading the morality.women should

have free space to work in any field, any institution whether there is a reservation for them or not

Reply

seema
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 1  pm (Edit)

Discrimination in the society has been prevailing for long time.

Women are the most vulerable in our society and facing discrimination in all sector and section of society.

The women may be rich or poor but treatment given to them is same.

To empower women wehave to crack all the barriers which are standing in this path. Such as education,health, physical strenght,awarness

about the justics,equality,humanity.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:27  pm (Edit)

What about reservation for women in exams conducted by UPSC, for e.g. Civil Services? Why government has not reserved these for

women?

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :53  pm (Edit)

@insights sir, no idea plz through some light on the issue..
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Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:06 pm (Edit)

@insights Sir, Plz give us a thought about it.. jst blank on this issue

Reply

Vinod
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:33  pm (Edit)

there must not be any reservation for women in Civil Services.

it will only benefit the girls coming from rich and elite families.girls from poor and even middle class section of society are not allowed

to complete their graduation how will they become IAS . and what so much competition of CSE they will rarely get any opportunity to

study in good institution and have huge knowledge requiring for the exame.

Reply

nithya
October 28, 201 3  at 8:38 pm (Edit)

some of the worst kinds of treatment have been meted out to the girls who are “rich” . Financial security alone does not empower a

girl in an Indian society. Further, providing reservation alone doesnot guarantee equality, . We must concentrate more on providing

education since a simple graduate degree will empower a girl to write upsc exams . Reservation for upsc exams are not required at

present since the recent trend in upsc selection itself shows almost 50% of the rank list has gone in favor of the girls by merit.

Reply

Parvathi
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October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 2 pm (Edit)

Affirmative action definitely helps to empower women. But without the society’s approval of equality of gender, affirmative action will not

help much. For example, Even if there are reservations for women in employment, without society’s approval for girls education, things will

not change much. So, along with the affirmative action, awareness in citizens is the need of the hour.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:30 pm (Edit)

Can government do something to create awareness among men about the plight of women?

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :25 pm (Edit)

Government is already creating awareness with help of education,we read NCERTS there we come to know about women

situation,Government is making policies which is directly acting like awareness. Actually,education here will play important role and

government here need to play important role by strictly checking the primary education system throughout the country and proper

implementation of RTI Act.

Reply

alok rai
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :30 pm (Edit)

@himanshu can you explain how can we RTI create awareness regard to this education is right. you can add social media role and

pressure groups in this awareness.

Reply
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Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :55 pm (Edit)

I dont think govt can do something.

It can only create laws n mere laws cant change the mentality of women. Inspite of dowry abolition act, child marriage act, sexual

harrasment act, there is no much difference in the society and all these evils are very much prevalent today. Strong ethics in school

education and equal treatment of men and women at the family level itself can bring some change in men.

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:04 pm (Edit)

Gender sensitization curriculums in schools and colleges should be compulsorily inducted to bring further positive changes. renovation

of somewhat apathetic minds are needed so that at least we innovate a breed of next-generians who treat women on equal terms.

Reply

v verma
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :28 pm (Edit)

boys sensitivity and moral behavior towards girls.

Saksham: This is a recent scheme. By ministry of women and child Development. It’ll give training/moral education to adolescent boys

(11-18 age) to respect women.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 3  pm (Edit)
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People have a wrong notion that affirmative action by the government to emancipate women is not actually helping anyone. They would argue

that with 33% reservation in panchayats, the women have not really been empowered. It is their husbands, fathers or sons who have the real

influence, and the woman is just a nominated person.

I would strongly oppose this stand. The society has anyways lost interest in women empowerment. It is the government’s duty to do

everything in its hands to bring the fairer sex upto the levels enjoyed by their male counterparts. And affirmative action, is the right way to do

it. The woman representative, no matter how powerless, is more powerful than being a nobody.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:35 pm (Edit)

It is true that she is better off as ‘powerless’ representative than nobody, but don’t you think this notion is itself defeatist and accepts the

presence of power structures mutely?

It is not that 50% reservation should not be given to women, it is about how to make this affirmative action ‘work’.

Any suggestion?

Reply

Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:44 pm (Edit)

the way to make affirmative action “work” in my view to change the mental setup of male and female members of the society both…My

view may look strange but it is true…men are still dominating,have patriarchal attitude;such views are in common but this is also the

fact tht in some cases women also allow themselves to the injustice being meted out to them as is is being fed in their mind tht is is their

duty to suffer discrimination,dominance by men…thts why they dont raise their voice against the violence….Domestic violence act

2005 is thr,but women dont complaint as they think doing this will harm their family reputation,social prestige etc…thts why acts are

not producing results…..

Reply
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Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:56 pm (Edit)

Sunaina, It is true that the mentality of the male dominated society should change. But how!?

All I can think of is only increasing educational facilities, with a focus on women issues. We need to make them feel empathetic

towards the other sex.

But arent we already doing that?!

Reply

Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 1  pm (Edit)

we r doing tht ,but not completely and fully…mere education is not panacea 4 all the violence against them.education is not

perculated to the rural people and far behind areas..with formal education,thr is need to emphasise on informal education as

well…there should be ethical,moral education at home as well as in school.college,universities etc….

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :49 pm (Edit)

when french language was nationalised in France, only 15% of people could speak French. But a century later, every citizen of France

could communicate in French. An endorsed policy will definitely reap results, sooner or later. Yes, the process can be smoothed with

active participation from all of us.

Mindset has to be changed in within the families. Ignorance is no excuse. For eg. very few women know that equal right to property for

women has been incorporated, that too almost a decade ago.

Reply
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Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :59 pm (Edit)

Massive Delhi protest against a rape was a sea change in Indian mindset . Fathers, daughters, mothers, and brothers are discussing

such issues. At least they dont consider this a taboo. If smoke is arising, soon we can witness a blazing fire. I believe this is also a step

towards affirmative action

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :50 pm (Edit)

Women who are the representatives must be educated about their rights as women and moral ethics about equality of men and women.

they should be given training to make other women aware about their rights, n the need to send girls to schools, encouraging women to

avail various oppurtunities provided by the state. These women must inspire women in the village and motivate them to show equality

among their children and show no discrimination among girl and boy. After all, social discrimination starts in family.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :58 pm (Edit)

More weightage and stricter implementation of laws made by women can also help.

Reply

Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:39 pm (Edit)

akand true but the point is affirmative action is not enough. and it alone cant achieve much. Govt needs to do more and so does the society.
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Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :41  pm (Edit)

education and awareness of rights to women will definitely bring change in the minds of women that they are subordinates. and equally

men should be taught empathy towards women and stressing that women is a fellow human and have equal rights. This has to be

inculcated strongly through family and education in primary school. Along with this moral ethics at school level must b promoted.

Reply

Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:41  pm (Edit)

Government is regulatory authority.it can not impose anything to bring the fair sex ratio.I think society has not lost anything, but the

minds.Awareness through social programme.govt. scheme to promote equality in all sense will help.I think today the situation of women in

society is better than previous but is not satisfactory in the field of education health.

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :31  pm (Edit)

Mentality will change when you will get education of that level.Its not like magic wand.Its changing already.If we take example of even

10 years back,mentality is changing.I have felt that and experienced also in my family ,in my society. Mentality building starts at

home,school and society.So,family has to play important role.

Reply

manish
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:32 pm (Edit)
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If you are saying education and awareness will change the mentality, it is true to some level but I do believe people who are more

educated they don’t like girls to take birth in their home? How will this mentality change? How the mentality of so called self govern

body- Khap Panchyat change?

In my opinion single and only affirmative measures could lie in the empowerment of women in legislature at each hierarchy.

Reply

Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 3  pm (Edit)

Women empowerment and gender equality are two sides of same coins.Both have multiple dimensions.Eradicating gender inequality will one

of the solution which lead to the empowerment of women.

Reply

seema
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 4 pm (Edit)

Affirmative action are necessary for removing the obstacles in equality, which are prevailing in any society..

Reply

aaru
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 6 pm (Edit)

Yes, affirmative action is a viable solution for the empowerment of women.

It isn’t an exaggeration to say that women, particularly in India are considered as secondary to men and treated inferior.

Only affirmative actions can bring down the deeply entrenched gender in equality at all levels. Political and economic participation of women

is far below in India compared to other countries. Reserving 33% seats for the women at all political levels will empower them in a great way.

If not the political will what else will bring down the inequality.
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Despite the recent surge in women taking higher positions in economic and financial activities, the gap is still large.

Most important of all, the rural women who are deprived the most must be given vocational training along with education which will empower

them in all fronts.

Men need to play a proactive role in supporting the participation of women. Without the joint effort by men and women the policies how

strong they may be will falter.

Reply

seema
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 6 pm (Edit)

Affirmative actions are more helpful in long term.

As economic condition, and education automatcally empower them.

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:1 8 pm (Edit)

Discrimination is there,but what is the solution?Capital punishment of guilty

didn’t show any effect.i’m speaking about delhi rape case verdict and repeatition of similar cases.And UPA chair person,Delhi cheif minister

many more are women in higher politics.How far they are working for women welfare?Does stricter laws or women in politics alone empowers

woman?

Reply

Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:20 pm (Edit)

Women from the time immemorial have been subjected to many oppressions in the society in the name of gender,caste,religion etc.they were

not given equal status to men.During our freedom struggle many social reformers like Raja ram mohan roy adn Ishwar chandra etc. came
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forward by starting movements for abolishing various kinds of evil customs against societ.When india got freedom,there were many

challenging issues before the government to tackle,women empowerment was also one among them.

Women empowerment is about empowering women socially,politically,economically,culturally.It is not about only making them financially

independent,it is more about improving their social status in the society.

Many efforts have been made since independence by our consttutional makers,our leaders to uplift the status of women by incorporating

article 15(3) which enables state to take affirmative actions regarding women to improve their status,by directing the state through DPSP to

give equal wages to women as to men,giveing them equal employment opportunities,by reserving seats for women in legislatures..

No doubt they have improved the status of women to certain extent but there is a long way to go further to improve their status.They are

financially independent,but their social status has not changed at tht pace.Today also,attitude of people towards women has not changed.This

is clear from the daily incidents of rape,murder,domestic violence against women,dowry death etc…..Now there is a dire need to change the

societal attitude so tht women can get their honoured place in the society…

Reply

aaruchow
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:27  pm (Edit)

The false of masculinity that is bred into the children also plays a huge role in treating women the way they are treated now.

But i think empowering women and their social status are two different things and need to be treated in different ways.

Reply

Sunaina
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:32 pm (Edit)

they are not the different things rather the two sides of same coin and complement of each other…empowerment is not everything

unless and untill women status is not uplifted in the society
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aaruchow
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:41  pm (Edit)

I would call that women “emancipation” rather than empowerment.

Reply

seema
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:20 pm (Edit)

Akand. Affirmative action is not only means giving reservation to women. But it is like that a 1 year old child needs help to stand n walk..that

suport is affirmatve action. As per my knowldge.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:38 pm (Edit)

Yes, very true, But that was the most striking example of governmental affirmative action.

Obviously, the govt is doing much more. I just gave a small example!

Let the debate continue!! Good job we are doing!

Reply

Neha Mogre
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:24 pm (Edit)

The real empowerment can come only when women herself changes her attitude and psyche. But all the Indian women cannot be seen from

similar viewpoint. Urban women have different problem than rural women and so a dalit women may hv different issues to handle that
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brahmin women.

Affirmative action taken considering these different angles can definitely prove positive step towards women empowerment. Giving special

treatment to a girl child in educational instituete is a need. Her needs and wants to survive in school are different than of the male child. An

urban woman working as IT professional needs more safe and encouraging environment compared to her male colleagues because of the

biological make.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:28 pm (Edit)

the discrimination against women can be dated from ancient society.. Traditionally women are being discriminated in all spheres of life.

Affirmative action will definitely help women empowerment to an extent, because there are many families who don’t encourage women

education with the fear of financial problems. But this Affirmation must be accomplished with creamy layer, as the rich who can afford don’t

need it. This action will benefit the ones who can’t afford. Rich who can afford sometimes restrict women education as part of tradition.

Women in these families can be empowered only through a change in the minds of people, and no affirmative action can be helpful to them.

Women empowerment will be directly beneficial to family as they can educate their children, and they can even take care of the financial

planning in family. Women education n women empowerment will not only benefit her but the whole family will benefit from it so it is very

much necessary. State definitely took a good step by giving reservations to women in education, but until and unless there is a change in minds

of people, women empowerment is not possible and only family support to her education can be a initial step towards her empowerment.

Reply

meira
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:37  pm (Edit)

yeah so true. Doles can work upto certain extent..be it women’s only bank or other state measures..beyond that what she needs is respect

and equality in real terms. If the society assures her of that,there will not be any need of giving reservations or anything. Article 21 which

gives right to live with dignity is applied to all and not only to selected few.

Reply
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Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:28 pm (Edit)

Gains in women’s economic opportunities lag behind those in women’s capabilities.

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:29 pm (Edit)

The Problem is in our constitution..It provides us secularism.so no one follows his/her religion or atleast any culture.We as an individual

following Mixture of Islam,Hindu and many cultures including westren culture so we are confused what are ethics and what are not.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:32 pm (Edit)

I dont understand this point!

A single individual would obviously follow one religion at a time. And each religion has almost the same ideals. If he has the wit to follow

two religions, then he will be smart enough to understand the morals and values taught in each!

In a way, are you suggesting that our country should not be secular? Should it be a hindu country? or a muslim one?!

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:40 pm (Edit)

No.I’m suggesting what ever the religion you follow,you have to follow it perfectly.If don’t like to follow any religion It’s Ok.but atleast

there should be some rules for them to follow in our constitution.(Some ethics atleast against women)
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Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :34 pm (Edit)

Come on !!!! Now dont blame our constitution for it ! Blame the society,blame yourself,blame myself and you cant blame anyone else for it

! do we implement seriously the change in attitude,mentality which we need to for women ?

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:30 pm (Edit)

Now, that most of us have agreed that affirmative action by the state is indeed required. We should also suggest how to improve this and close

down all loopholes in the empowerment of women.

1.50% reservation in all PRIs. 33% reservation in candidates for MP and MLA seats. This will make the political parties make women leaders

stand for elections. The concept of recognising women political power is enough to help women.

2.Increase in girl’s education, maternal health, scholarships. Higher economic independence of the woman should be strived for.

3.Change the mindset of the society. Awareness camps regarding equality, injustices done to women etc.

4.Teaching of martial arts at school for all girl children. 

5.Skill development, so that she can be a bread-earner, in a way making her economically independent and giving her respect from the family

6.All these schemes should reach the beneficiaries! This is the biggest problem that we currently face.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:50 pm (Edit)

What about 50% reservation for women in IAS and other civil services? Do you support this?
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Reply

Nikhil D
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :01  pm (Edit)

Yes. I support reservation for women in IAS. However, I think, they should be given extra amount of training after passing the exam, so

that they are capable of performing the duties of IAS officer – which are multi-dimensional and challenging in nature.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 3  pm (Edit)

In Karnataka there is a 50% reservation for women in state civil services. It has worked in favour of them. I guess there are more

women officers in state than in other states and many efficient ones.

Reply

Som
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:29 pm (Edit)

Bro, the 50% reservation may have increased women number. But you know the rampant corruption among women aspirants

too. Why should these so men and women be supported who would form the bureacratic framework? Doesn’t these women

without ethics make it hard for other fellow women to get empowered?

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 6 pm (Edit)

Along with politics, there should be reservation for women in civil services too, but only for the poor ones and also internal
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reservations within SC, ST and OBC. If not, girls from top colleges and institutions, where mostly elite make it into, would get into

civil services in large numbers.

Reply

aaruchow
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :31  pm (Edit)

Sir, but how do we identify the poor? isn’t the concept of income-based reservations seriously flawed?

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :44 pm (Edit)

Yes it is flawed, but that should not be an excuse. At least majority of the poor will get benefited.

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :45 pm (Edit)

Sir,Instead it’s better providing all facilities and coaching for free for such girls and no reservation in merit.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :02 pm (Edit)

Being a representative of the people is different from being a competent officer.

For IAS, merit is required to be useful and to work for the society, handling unlimited pressure. He can be male or female, that doesnt
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matter.

Whereas, as a politician, you should understand the issues of the common people. This can be done by any elected person, so

reservation here makes sense and not in the first place, where merit might be compromised.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 0 pm (Edit)

If I extrapolate same argument to the question of reservation for SC, ST and OBC, will you argue the same – that for IAS merit is

required to be useful for the society?

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 6 pm (Edit)

We need to understand the SC,ST and OBC students are also meritorious. They differ from the general students by around 10-15

marks only. Even they are toppers.

By giving them reservation, we remove much serious social evils.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :23  pm (Edit)

Another major issue is. A strong, rich, independent woman does not empowerment, and thus no need of reservation.

But, a strong, rich, empowered Dalit or ST, can still be oppressed. He can still be denied entry to a temple, he can still be an

untouchable.

Reservation is needed in this aspect.

Reply
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Akand Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 1  pm (Edit)

Also, women who apply to Civil Services are already empowered. They are graduates, and if they pass mains, that means they are

very smart.

Women empowerment is needed for the poor, the destitute and the helpless.

Reply

Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :02 pm (Edit)

no. because we need administrators on merit basis.

secondly, Women’s participation in civil services and administration is increasing. thirdly, we just need to take care of grass roots-

primary education, participation in Panchayats and good laws- women representtion bill etc, a woman can then herself walk th ladder to

higher posts

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 1  pm (Edit)

Then shall we force the state to abolish reservation for SC, ST and OBC ?

Reply

Aditya Jha
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :20 pm (Edit)

The reservations are an attempt to create a level playing field for all players. Here, the SC, ST and OBC are relatively
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unprivileged and thus the reservation is necessary.

Women who are already graduates are already on a level playing field and therefore introducing reservation would not be a wise

idea.

Reply

Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :40 pm (Edit)

Agree with akand n aditya’s points. In addition to that for bringing efficiency n social development State ll have to abolish

reservation for SC/ST also in coming time.

Even the founding fathers of Constitution took to this as a temporary measure.

However, it is not based on this only reason. There are many other reasons at play.

Reply

aaruchow
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :44 pm (Edit)

sir, i support the need for reservations in education. But why do we need reservations in employment? It made sense when there

was lack of representation of lower castes in government and government being occupying greater chunk in economy. But with

increasing private sector role in the economy and the improved representation of lower castes in government, is there a long-

term need for reservations in jobs?

And not to say some political are parties advocating for reservations in promotions too.

Reply

Aditya Jha
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 5 pm (Edit)
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This(reservation 50%) should be an effect of the present policies, not a cause.

I think UPSC already has this in mind. I was looking at the interview marks awarded in CSE 2012. Women got much better marks than

men. This can both be a deliberate attempt or only an incidence.

Women topping CSE from the last 3 years consecutively ‘may’ not only be a coincidence.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :30 pm (Edit)

Yes I agree. It is a welcome step. This is a proactive step towards social justice. When government has not made the rule, UPSC is

finding a way within existing rules to bring some social justice. It is commendable.

Reply

Vinod
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :57  pm (Edit)

sir i have a different opinion . personality test should be ideally to check caliber of a candidate if he/she is suitable for the service.

if all girls coming to interview are found capable and suitable for service , i think all of them should be selected.

it would be unfortunate if board awards them marks on the basis of criterion that they should do social justice to women by giving

them more and more marks. then in my opinion it is not a justice to any at all.

it is neither the mandate of board and nor Constitution of India provide any such loop hope or provision awarding marks on the

basis of sex.

it is the parliament which has mandate of people to decide reservation or favour for women in prestigious Civil Service.

Reply
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Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:55 pm (Edit)

well briefed. but i would like to add another point akand. that all this affirmative action can work only in the short time. in the long run the

society n more so women have to take the responsibility. for which there is only one thing- increasing the capability. And thus acceptance

of women as equal to men will come up in the society itslef.

and you have rightly listed how to increase the capacity:p

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :55 pm (Edit)

ultimately all these things make her earn some respect in the society. that is what she needs to be or atleast feel empowered.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 6 pm (Edit)

Reservations for women must b implemented for non-creamy layer and there must b reservation in SC,ST and OBC and for non-creamy

layer. Creamy layer are already empowered and there is no specific need for any step towards their empowerment.

Reply

meira
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:31  pm (Edit)

As pointed by insights,the questions indeed are endless!

Affirmative actions have helped to a certain extent to empower women in many ways..for instance-reservation in local politics,enactment of
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laws on child marriage,sexual harassment at workplace,domestic violence and the most recent one on sexual violence. But still the problem

persists.Only today it came in the newspaper about the brutal gangrape followed by mutilation of body parts of a 13 yr old in Haryana ! Acts

like these shake the confidence of women..she feels threatened and always under terror. The condition of females is worst in the economically

weaker classes.They are suppressed,frequently beaten up and sometimes kept hungry for days. They feel scared to complain because they are

financially dependent and educationally deprived. Moreover the fear of getting socially ostracized always lingers on.

Khap panchayats are so active in voicing out their opinions and dispatching various fatwas curbing the freedom of women despite being

banned by the supreme court. No strict action is taken against them,our judiciary specially the lower courts are biased against women

heavily..one state high court judge had commented that women invite rape by going out. If such irrational and insensitive comments are made

in these honourable institutions,then what respect can women expect from the society as such.The problem is in the attitude of the society

towards women.Without psychological restructuring,nothing much can be achieved no matter how many bills get passed..no matter how

many ad hoc measures are taken up.

Though our country is one of the few to give equal status to women and its one of our fundamental duties to respect women,still this country

lacks enough space to accommodate them!

Reply

Krv
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :07  pm (Edit)

You rightly pointed out that we already have so many Affirmative measures,but still more violence reported against women on daily basis

across the country.Also insensitive statements by people from country’s

highest institutions ,offices bear the testimony to the fact that it is the patriarchal attitude towards them ,which needs to change…Very

good examples of recent issues like the khap panchayat diktats, financial dependency..educational deprivation….nice and balanced

answer…

and the mention of our constitutional duty towards women, but still we failed, can best highlight the limitation of affirmative action

…..awesome

Reply

alok rai
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October 27 , 201 3  at 6:32 pm (Edit)

according to my the actions taken by gov. regard to women empowerment is enough just we have to ensure that all the actions should to be

implement in best manner. More over the women issues are generally occur due to the rigid mindset of the society so we have to change our

attitude first than only the affirmative actions can give the desired results..

Reply

Anny Middha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:32 pm (Edit)

Presently women empowerment is seen as a positive concept- bringing women equal/at par with men. The need is felt not only because

women have been discriminated against but also because women can be effective partners in development process.

To correct social-cultural imbalances, affirmative action- discrimination for, women is taken by the State. It can be in the form of providing

reservation in schools, employment, legislature or as administrators of important organizations, strengthening women groups or even

providing social benefits to the female member of family etc.

But is more affirmative action a right step to women empowerment? Because reservations can ensure physical participation of women in the

legislature, not effective participation. Women empowerment is more about freedom and independent decision making. It involves growth of

women- spiritually, in the family, society and governance. So women empowerment is also about capacity building.

Affirmative action can help us in short term, but a long term vision needs self sustaining empowerment. So its said, I dont like quota (a kind of

discrimination) but I like what quota does.

Reply

salman
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:33  pm (Edit)

“Woman, who comprises half the worlds population, do two third of worlds work, earn one tenth of worlds income and own one hundredth of
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world property “(UN 1980) .this statement shows the plight condition of woman worldwide.

In india there are many affirmative actions taken since independence to empower woman like action against child marriage, it was banned in

1860 act was there from 1929 but still 40% of worlds child marriage takes place in india. We are already very weak :in enforcement of law also

it is very difficult for woman to come out from the house and grab the opportunity thus affirmative actions are not feasible in indias context.

True empowerment in india will be striking on the base of problem that is descrimination which is more psychological, moral social actions

rather than economic or education. Today india has largest no. Of woman participants thanks to PRI but still there condition and decision

making capacity is improving very slowly. Thus we should change the approach and bring the benefits to their doorsteps. SHG is a very

innovative step in this regard.

Reply

Aditya Jha
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:33  pm (Edit)

The first question we must ask ourselves is why do we need empowerment of women at all?

A natural answer would be to make them ‘equal partners’ in the society, which also means empowerment in a wider sense.

But are they not equal, and why? What or who is the problem?

The answer is Men and Women both. The former and histhinking are a bigger hurdle than the latter.

So, the other way of empowering women would to make men more mature and understanding. The moment they realize,inter alia, that anyone

can handle the household responsibilities, not women necessarily, and each must be respected equally – we would achieve true women

empowerment.

It is more about changing the mindset of men and not necessarily about directly bolstering women economically and politically, which has

been the traditional policy.

The policies do aim indirectly at changing the mindset of society. But, education has bigger role to play here.

When was the last time did we had a clear debate about gender based rights in our school or college? Our education modules are outdated and
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such issues are hardly raised in the avenues of higher secondary or higher education. CBSE recently introduced a gender module in Std XII.

But, this was only after the Delhi Rape case. Many more such initiatives are required to make an on-ground impact.

I look forward to more enlightenment on this issue.

Reply

Aspirant
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:51  pm (Edit)

Adding to Aditya’s point:

Women themselves are also a part of the problem sometimes. Many women belonging to the more conservative sections of the society

themselves refuse to accept the fact that their capabilities are not restricted to managing the households!

In my opinion, affirmative action is definitely a stepping stone to bring about gender equality. But more important is the need to create

awareness, in both men and women.

Reply

Chandra
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:37  pm (Edit)

Before we debate on whether more affrimative action is a solution for women empowerment or not, we should first understand the

concept of what is women empoerment. It can be described in the simplest word as creation of environment for women where

they can think themeselves for their development independently and with equity. the same is the goal of International organizations

for women empoerment as well as Indian national policy for the empowerment of women.

the gennder inequality is a social term of de picting the differences of women with respect to biological differences and the

biasness has adverse effect attached with the male dominance in society and women being subjugated by them. this is the reason,

why the state is forced to think for the affirmative action as solution for women empowerment. Right to education, SABLA, several women

empowerment programmes and achemes, self help groups creation, anaganwadi promotion, wopmen health related schemes formulation

etc are some example towards women empowerment. But, the food for thought here is that, even after so many programmes and policies
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why still women are struggling for empowerment, why still they are not rightly entertain their parts of fruits from social schemes. the only

reason in my opinion is that a male dominant society and inaction of policy deployment in right direstion and soul, with lots of leakages

and corruption, without awareness and women literacy- real empowerment of women will remain dream for any governement.

to ensure whether women are really become benificiaries of social schemes of empowerment is another hurdle for the same.

In my view, affirmative action will bring a connectivity between the words ‘women’ and ‘empowerment’. the reservation in root level politics,

i.e. Panchayat election has tried to bring women into power-position but without affirmative action, without making them learned and

educated,

indirectlt it’s the men who are enjoying the power. the affirmative action will be manifested then when the women will no more be termed as

‘mere a homely and kitchel lady’, ‘only a procreating counterpart of men’ and ‘meant for only serving family with heart and soul’, but the

affirmative action will be functional then when women will feel the pride of equality with their counterpart in all sphere of life -political,

social, economical – with independence, self conscience and with right understanding, and this will be possible only when they will be

educated

enough, having enough exposure to outer world, having nutritious foods and facilitated with medical services , will bear healthy children,

female foeticide is topped and at ll men’s discriminatory mind should first change.

Reply

Nikhil D
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:40 pm (Edit)

Yes. I believe affirmative action is a solution for women empowerment.

The subordination of women to men has its roots in the history. In pre-historic time women were given the responsibility to manage

household and raise children. There were social reasons for doing so at those times. It was not an act of subordination, but was treated as just a

division of work among men and women. Both held equal dignity for the work they performed. Hardly, anyone would have imagined at that

time, the duties assigned to women would result in their subordination for ages to come.

As the ‘economics’ became the central subject of human civilization, it became harder for women to come out of the clutches of subordination.

The terms ‘Power’ and ‘Prestige’ were now defined on ‘Economic value’ of a person. As the women had performed household duties since ages,

they had zero economic value. It is therefore, extremely necessary to give more affirmative action for women empowerment. The affirmative

action should mainly be in the fields of education and various services.
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There might be several arguments doubting the potential of ‘affirmative actions’ to perform solely – like illiteracy, social elements,

psychology, etc – observed and practiced in a society. However, when one makes such arguments, they tend to forget that affirmative action

is a long term process. Its effective implementation will gradually wither away the other factors responsible for subordinate status of the

women in the society. The achievements of one women will encourage others to break the past shackles and fly high. Thus, changing a societal

outlook towards women and eventually empowering them.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:45 pm (Edit)

The verdict on Delhi rape case dint change the present scenario and condition of women because there are no strict rules yet. If a law is such

that, all the men who rape women are hanged then and there if the allegation is true (such a law can lead to many false cases too) will definitely

give a thought to every man before committing such a crime. But the law is restricted to ‘rarest of rare cases’. At-least a law which says life

time imprisonment will surely bring down rape cases, and if the law is strictly implemented, women would surely come forward and register

the rape cases, against the present scenario where there is no hope for justice and booking a case is only leading to more discrimination and

women look down more.

Reply

Gajare Dhananjay
October 27 , 201 3  at 6:47  pm (Edit)

Awareness of women right in society may help in some extent.All laws are in favour of women then why are we facing such problems???

Equally changing a mind of society as well as women is big challenge.

Reply

Karthikeyan V
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :00 pm (Edit)
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Affirmative action has certainly brought about some changes in the political and economic spheres for women. Schemes such as reservation

of seats in local government has given some amount of political power in their hands, thereby empowering them. But, affirmative actions

hasn’t given satisfying results.

This is mainly because of the patriarchal attitude of our society. This is the major stumbling block in the empowerment of women. The

attitude is so deep rooted that so many women feel inferior to men and their work is concerned only with the household. And moreover, there

is a fear that shedding their inhibitions and going independent would separate them from society. I certainly believe change in the attitude of

the society would be the way forward. The change has to come from within and not from outside. The people in a society must be informed of

the rights of a women and give maximum opportunities for their empowerment.

Reply

Santosh
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :01  pm (Edit)

Women empowerment is a multidimensional concept. This can be analysed

w.r.t Social empowerment, Economic empowerment, Political empowerment etc.All these aspects are not mutually exclusive, empowerment

in one field helps in other aspects of development.For example- Economically independent women have relatively better respect in their

society.

However, a large section of women spend their whole lives maintaining families,their empowerment is the biggest challenge before the nation.

Considering affirmative actions by the state, one thing comes to my mind,

there is 33% reservation for women in Panchayati Raj Institutions, are the elected women really exercising their political power without

interventions from their husbands ?

The real problem lies in the basic social institution i.e family.

when a girl child is born, she is being taught to be submissive, dependent

on others. This stigma does not help her to grow as an empowered citizen.

The solution of women empowerment has to be started from the family itself. Else despite plethora of women empowerment schemes,

it can’t be realized in its real sense.
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However, changing people’s mindset about women in a society, where

girls are not allowed to use mobile phones and wear jeans is an arduous task.Therefore, government’s active intervention is inevitable.

Reply

Naga
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 6 pm (Edit)

In panchayats, Women may be getting influenced by Men counterparts or may not. But this will definitely empower women. It is giving

them financial independence and support of other females for them to come out and complain about any discrimination against them. This

will give equal confidence to every other women in the village to come out and discuss their problems since they will have a confidence

about their voice being heard by someone and hope of justice. Reservations are also leading to increased decision making capability of

women at home.

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :08 pm (Edit)

Affirmative actions has helped a lot in empowering women.It is true for all time,in the colonial era when our social reformers took initiative

against the social evils like sati system,widow remarriages,girls education,etc. That time the bills,acts or steps which British government

brought to stop those evils,helped ! So,that time also awareness plus affirmative action helped to meet the challenges of that time and

empowered the women.After independence also GOI took affirmative measures which was either initiated by them or was brought into notice

by women organization or other feminist organizations.If we start after independence,the fundamental rights,the universal adult

suffrage,Hindu code Bill which resulted in four separate acts the Hindu marriage acts,the Hindu succession act,the Hindu Minority and

guardianship act and the Hindu Adoption Act.Girls education,reservation of one third of seats in panchayati raj elections and various other

acts have been very much successful in empowering the women in our society.Awareness comes when we get exposed to the outer world with

the help of education and other ex-posers. Globalization has helped us here. Society is also changing,accepting and giving women their due

respect and place in the society. Constitution gives free education through Article 21-A upto the age of 14 ,which is helping a lot in

empowering the girls since childhood and other measures like promotion of Self help group and equal opportunity for women in MGNREGA is
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improving the penetration of empowerment in rural areas also.Health benefits with the help of Janani suraksha yojna,NRHM and various

nutritional schemes are helping women in health arena.We are changing,so is the society ! Few evil or unsocial elements do remain in society,if

we take the case of 16 Dec,2012,dowry,acid attacks,domestic violence,etc.To deal with such cases we are evolving continuously and dealing it

with policies,police and awareness programs. Executive,Legislature and Judiciary are playing their role actively,though some lacuna remains

there also in respect of political will.Democracy is a continuous process,we are under social transition,and affirmative actions are good tool in

achieving the targets.

Reply

jasneet92
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 0 pm (Edit)

Govt. has special role to play for creating awareness among men. They can do so by introducing gender sensitisation courses in schools and

colleges so that men culd realize problems which women hav to face , so that they culd become sensitive towards these issues.

Reply

Karthikeyan V
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 4 pm (Edit)

If the societal attitude change is the ingredient, affirmative action by state could well be said as catalyst. Thus affirmative actions would aid

the empowerment of women but the basic change in societal attitude is required.

Gender equality should be in the curriculum of the schools so as to imbibe the attitude into the minds of the children.

Reply

Richa Tiwari
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 7  pm (Edit)

I believe that Affirmative acction plays a crucial role for the women of our society.Because if we see the condition of women in the past era it

was deplorable and undertrodden but if we see today’s era it changed alot.I must believe that something is better than nothing.
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But still affirmative action needs some reformation. Beacuse only one section of society is benifitng by these actions i.e rich.Even today we

can see that in the Top position of any sector whwther in is government of private there is always male why it is so? Why there is partiality

between between men and women ? why this discrimation as women are doing there best.

I beleive that promotins or any job would be given to those candidate who deserve that place but but not to see whether they are male or

female.

There are so may sectors in which women are doing full time work than men but still the wages given to them are less than men.The day when

every woemn get beniffited by these actions than only these these actions becomes succesful.

Reply

neelam banker
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 7  pm (Edit)

affirmative steps are necessary for woman empowerment and now a days sitution is very differnt goverment gives lots of opportunnities to

women in politics our LS SPEAKER,member of opposition in LS is also woman ,SBI appoint female CEO.people mind set are now slowly

slowly changing but put side all this matter according to me all women must raise her voice in this battle…..education is best tool for this if one

woman is educated whole family will educated..

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 8 pm (Edit)

My notion for Reservation for Women in opportunities is definitely affirmative.

Women are always designated as inferior sex. I talk of women in general. They have always been subjected to obey the wishes of men.

Their agony and voices are often unheard of in the patriarchal set up.

It is high time when suitable policies should be framed to promote their upliftment. Saplings are sown. At least these issues are finding their

place in discussion tables. But the real change will come when the same positive attitude are brought to the ground work.

If the discriminated castes can be protected and promoted through legislation , so can the policies be brought up for the empowerment of
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powerless women. Reservations at Panchayati levels are showing signs of improvement. They have started learning to take decisions. I admit

there are not groundswell improvements, but things are changing. It took time to build Rome. With able support from state machinery,

women empowerment will be a wide reality.

Reply

Amod Ankit
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :1 9 pm (Edit)

I partially negate the view that more affirmative action can bring about sea change in status of women in society.

Indian society is patriarchal in outlook and women have been traditionally suppressed since inception.Many laws and ideas have been voiced

out by lawmakers to smoothen the lives of women.But,the reality is that their status have not been upped for the mere want of poor

implementation of those pro-women laws and lack of willingness of men to ensure social status of women at par with them.

Apart from affirmative actions aimed at arresting factors fomenting diminished status of women in society,there is a need to amend the

mindset of people and bring a transformation in the attitudes of people.Men should stop objectifying women and their projection as a usable

object should be put to rest.Moreover,there is need to inculcate a culture which allows women and men to reap equal benefits of a developed

society.

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :22 pm (Edit)

the real essence of democracy lies when all interest groups are adequately represented in the government. But seeing the dwarf number of

women into politics clearly violates this principle which augurs against the very theme of democracy of any state.

Reply

Himanshu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :38 pm (Edit)
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Vivek the number is also rising as we can see around from sonia gandi,prathibha patil,sushma swaraj,meera

kumar,mayawati,jayalalita,ambika soni..are named to be few..examples are rising continously ! The need for this is reservation of women

in parliament .

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:57  pm (Edit)

a girl can be named Meira Kumar but a boy will never be named ‘nitish kumari’

doesnt this sum up to a patriarchal mentality…

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:58 pm (Edit)

agree

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :26 pm (Edit)

Making women economically active or more income generating may help them build self confidence which will at any point of time be a

keystone of women empowerment. This will promote women’s ability to achieve their rights and well being while reducing poverty in the

household. Economic rights and independence to women including access to employment and control over economic resources may facilitate

access to resources, employment, markets, trade and also strengthen their economic capacity and social capital. This is my first answer in this

forum. Forgive me if it is not upto the mark…
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Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :38 pm (Edit)

Good views. How do you propose to make women ‘economically stronger’ through affirmative action? Do you intend to say that they

should be given reservation in private jobs? in education institutes? Please elaborate.

Reply

aaruchow
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:08 pm (Edit)

Sir, by means of providing quality education, career guidance, imparting vocational skills, giving equal pay w.r.t men, providing quality

health care, etc would definitely make women financially stronger.

The safety issue also need to be taken care for a non-peaceful mind can’t work properly.

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:08 pm (Edit)

it can yes be done through reservations. but it can also be done through making women aware of the job opportunities, business

investment plans etc. Many rural women, girls and also some urban women are behind some cultural barriers where their parents do not

allow them to become economically capable. This leads to discouragement of their efforts. Reservations in private jobs is again a

question mark. We cant force them to give reservations. But yes educational institutions can give reservations for women. Women

pursuing higher education must be made compulsory, esp rural women. A graduate degree will make them feel confident to pursue a

masters or get into a job. This can be done through reservation in colleges for women.

Reply
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Prashanti
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 9 pm (Edit)

Affirmative actions which make women economically stronger include programmes by govt. which provide financial assistance at low

rate of interest to eligible women at both urban and rural level will ignite them to take up small scale sector business on a group basis.

Here we can take the example of kerala state’s women oriented to fight poverty -Kumdumbashree – women’s collective farming

initiative which transformed women labourers into master cultivators which has set a role model for the entire country. Andhra

pradesh’s SHG was the effective tool for financial inclusion.

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:30 pm (Edit)

Thanks prashanthi. This was what i was actually trying to tell…

Reply

Prashanti
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:41  pm (Edit)

Thank You Visha. I was waiting for the reply as this was my first comment on this site though I was regular follower of this site.

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:48 pm (Edit)

even i started answering only today. let us answer more in future 

Reply
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Prashanti
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:53  pm(Edit)

yes visha……..This site is awesome.. 

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:07  pm(Edit)

Thanks !!

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:24 pm (Edit)

We should thank you Guruji 

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:29 pm (Edit)

RENO
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :33  pm (Edit)
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I believe affirmative actions can solve the issue to an extend but still there is lack of awareness among the women. ie,normally the urban or

more educated women have a awareness on need of equality with men. The rural women always want to be protected or supervised by the

family head or the male. The affirmative actions can lead the women to a higher social position but still she will not be the decision maker. So i

believe that the affirmative actions along with awareness can do a 100 percent success in women empowerment

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :56 pm (Edit)

“The rural women always want to be protected or supervised by the family head or the male”

Do you really think so? They don’t do it voluntarily. They are made to feel like that for lack of education, for lack of social interaction and

for lack of appreciation from the family and community.

Reply

Visha Sitra
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 6 pm (Edit)

Educate them, make them economically strong, skillful and they wont need supervision or protection. it gives her respect in the family

and her society. This will make her an efficient decision maker also.

Reply

Prashanti
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:38 pm (Edit)

Rural women always want to be protected or supervised by the family head or the male is true to maximum extent. This holds strong in

the case of women representatives at local level who have 50 %reservation are made to contest the elections just as a proxy to their
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male family member who will direct each activity in the future after winning the seat. Because women representatives being house

ridden does not posses any social knowledge and if by any chance they posses such knowledge, however they will not be allowed to

make decisions by male family members citing many reasons. And in some instance even if women by herself takes a decision relating

to the administration of affairs, she herself want the decision to be cross checked by male members of her family this is due to the

insecurity created by lack of education,social interaction.

There are women who are not supervised by the male members of the family, they belong to the section who are educated, financially

independent, and who have good support from the family members who respect her decisions.

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:39 pm (Edit)

During my school and college days I, among many others, used to consider ‘positive discrimination’ policy as ghastly discriminating.

The society called me Brahmin, a revered position in traditional society. It was not an achieved status. Naturally I was critical of

governmental policies which didn’t favour my status.

In Later years, the more I read and understood the concurrent issues and problems encircling indian society, the more ‘Positive’ of this

policy i began to understand.

A level playing field was formulated to empower the downtrodden and neglected caste. The same affirmative action is required to uplift

the women from purdahs and four walls of males’ dogmatic and hypocritical superiority. Opportunity in education has shown that girls

can equally match boys in skills if not excel them.

Sometimes it is better to take a bitter pill to cleanse the bodily ailments than to leave it to swell further.

Affirmative action will discriminate certain section, but it will definitely leave a positive impact on society as a whole.

Reply

anonymous
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :34 pm (Edit)
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‘sex’ is a biological makeup and gender is a socio-cultural construct.women by nature has been endowed with the responsibility of carrying

and rearing the infant and over the time she has restricted herself in that act only .In the due process men have taken the responsibility to earn

a livelihood and women on the other hand finds herself happy bearing the responsibility of the family which they consider is their dharam in

indian culture.Certainly this has led to an exploitation of the women’s position which they volantarily choose and now if she has realized that

she can achieve much without being at the mercy of male counterpart and wants to improve her identity outside her home she definately

expect some affirmative actions from her country’s government which believe in the tenent of equality of the law

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :51  pm (Edit)

You are wrong. Women didn’t voluntarily chose to stay at home and rear children. She was pushed into this by so called ‘dharma’ – a

manufactured bundle of lies that subjugated women.

It is about opportunities. She was never given opportunities to explore her talents, her desires. DO you think men can’t look after their

children? They can, but they didn’t choose this option.

Woman can perform better than men if she is given opportunities in all fields (not as good as men…. but better). Affirmative action does

this. The result will be seen after many years.

Reply

naveenjot
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:03 pm (Edit)

perhaps ” not as good as men…..” in the initial phase but if the circumstances facilitate we can see women performing better in many

sectors which are not far from their reach even today. We have an example of women self help groups working for sustainability in a

phase whr many farmers are commiting suicide giving justification to the fact that if you have a will . sucess is not far.

Reply
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NAWIN
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:28 pm (Edit)

ya your right insights women are the far more better managers than men…ex

1) BSP is only under the control of mayawathi

2)AIADMK is under control of amma

3)TMC IS under the control of dedhi

4) whole india is control of sonia who is also a lady

and during indira gandhi period she is the only men in her party.

Reply

manish
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:53  pm (Edit)

In connection to the statement – “Women didn’t voluntarily chose to stay at home and rear children. She was pushed into this by so

called ‘dharma’ – a manufactured bundle of lies that subjugated women. ” – I would like to ask here one question why she was pushed to

rear children ?

In my opinion there are few things to be noted.

1) She was not pushed to do so as child needs care of mother more compare to father. It is mother who can give her child nourish food

and milk so it could be automatic become “dharma” of women. Men can rear children but only after few years not during birth of child.

2) We shall also consider the fact family is of 2 types – joint family and individual family – so getting opportunities is more in case of

joint family where grandmother and grandfather can take care of child’s intellect, not in individual family.

Reply

Prasoon
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:36 pm (Edit)

Sir affirmative actions are indeed needed, but please be aware that USA has a rate of 26.6 % rape cases against women per lakh of
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population in 2011 as per UNODC and Australia & NZ had a bit more than 30 % acc to same data. These countries indeed are on the

higher HDI of UN and have some of the best programmes in place for gender equality. Affirmative action complemented with a social

initiative is the solution.

Now “Dharma” ! Sir, anthropological and historical analysis will show several other reasons. You would be surprised to know that

women in tribal states like Jharkhand have social liberty of remarrying and are bread earners. Indeed this fact is outweighed by their

exploitation and deprivation.

Reply

Vishnu
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :44 pm (Edit)

Affirmative action can help in improving status of women in our society if it is coupled with a change in mindset of people. Indian society

mostly has been a patriarchal society though changes are visible in certain developed states across India. Women are coming out in the open

where they get equal opportunity and have proved themselves. However, the question is how many women get such an equal opportunity and

support from by the family? In India, women can be empowered if the family is made aware of her role in the society and given freedom to act.

Only then can affirmative action prove to be very successful.

Reply

naveenjot
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :45 pm (Edit)

In many ways and fronts women can be empowered like empowerment of women in agriculture on which half of the pop of our country is

dependent.It can be done by facilitating women’s access to credit, to enhance women’s land access fom govt side, markets and inheritedly and

giving joint land title to both the genders. Also women must be included in land and water management and other projects

Reply

Himanshu
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October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :48 pm (Edit)

one problem which i personally feel is very dangerous for society also is “the way movies,serials and other media is portraying the

women.They treat them like object”.This is not helping anyway and infact people in the society are getting influenced in shaping their

mentality.This needs to be checked with the help of censure board reforming U/A category.Because this is having bad impact on children also

as we can see rise in juvenile crime,though this can’t be directly related,problems are multidimensional.Here some affirmative action is

required.

Reply

shaileshverma
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :48 pm (Edit)

our society has been a class and caste based society in both of which women has been kept at bottom. they have been suffering from many

inequalities in normal day to day life such as gender based, social based, economic based, politically(in reference of exercising) based and

rights(in reference to exercise of rights) based.

one thing which is very easily perceptible is that many of these inequalities are not state oriented but are produced in many social customs and

practices. along with affirmative action , there is a need to change the attitude and thinking of people for women in general. policies and

schemes affirmative in nature will only provide legal rights to women on paper but main issue is their exercise. since women live in a society,

so until and unless the attitude of society does not change towards men-women equality in every aspects of life, even affirmative action will

not be effective as has been the scenario till now.

Reply

naveenjot
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :53  pm (Edit)

women can be empowered in manufacturing sector by imparting them skill development and particularly marginalized sections should be

targeted.There is a wide scope of development of women in traditional industries like handlooms, handicraft , sericulture etc. It would be a

win win situation for society and economy
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Reply

manish
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :54 pm (Edit)

The word “empowerment ” means providing alternatives to something/somebody so that she/he can use maximum of it and can project

himself/herself in the mainstream of society.

Empowering women is today’s need of the society because women are outweighed before masculine thinking. If we want to empower women,

the root lies in parliamentarian who can introduce women reservation bill and can pass. But the masculine thinking of most of the

parliamentarian is stopping it to become law and hence women section particularly vulnerable one are becoming victim of those thoughts and

policy. Women reservation bill in the parliament is pending since long before. Why it is not getting nods – because a will power is required

from the MPs, MLAs, MLCs – who almost all are of not able to think out of box.

Until and unless if parliament will not be full of women representatives of women , women concern’s will always a distance dream.

Parliament is the only place from where women’s concern can be addressed and govern.

Reply

ashwini
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :57  pm (Edit)

True empowerment and equality…

If one see government policies and various schemes they will say these are sufficient and in some cases more than sufficient.Things are to be

ensured that whether these mechanisms are being followed for their best output.

e.g. women participation in rural job scheme (MGNREGA)

It is Kerala-88%,Tamilnadu-64%, MP-46%, Bihar-32%

so why women participation is below satisfactory level in MP and Bihar.

Means it is clear that at some point it has not been ensured or flaws present in mechanism.

Now come to equality-means every facilities provided by government must be reach in equal proportion to women also-for this women

themselves could be more responsible.

They should be aware of every scheme provided to them.if this will not be there they will not get opportunity.
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Affirmative action:affirmative mind

There should be positive mind for every action to be performed for their empowerment independent of socialists status.

Better will be if both type of women mixed and hold equal hand.that will reudce discrimination within a group and things can be more positive.

Thanks..for providing this opportunity.

Please correct me to any extent. .

Reply

zeeshah
October 27 , 201 3  at 7 :59 pm (Edit)

to ignite a change, affirmative action is definitely a positive move but not an end in itself. it will work wonders only if it survives the tough

social setup and other “ism” barriers and takes thewomen empowerment to a stage where no more affirmative action will be neededto

empower women, where gender inequality and issues related to it will be no more on cards to be resolved.

affirmative action will achieve desired results only when it is supplemented with a change in mental setup of society. our society need to

wakeup and say yes to eradication of “ills” women is facing. nonconventional approach, acceptance and appreciation by family,

communityand society to women education, empowerment and women participation in every field is the need of the hour.affirmation action

helps those who enjoy such support and appreciation and who dareto stand for their rights.

if administration is steeping forward, that is good but each and everyone has to play the effective role to make it success..funamental duties

(duty :5) if keenly viewed stresses on this duty.

women empowerment needs unit level and widespread acceptance only then can we think of a nation with equality and human resources

working for its betterment doubled

Reply

Anjali
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:05 pm (Edit)

Yes, we need more affirmative action than present to empower women.

As we see where there is no reservation women are present less in number. eg. UPSC, Parliament, Legislatures etc.
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Its not panacea to cure gender discrimination but reservation certainly helps women. Like in Panchayat Raj many more women joined after

reserve quota. Now wherever there is reservation there we see more number of women there, as they will get power so they will also learn to

voice their grievances and so they will solve their issues on their own.

Like SHG made women economic empowered, taught them leadership skills etc. Gender budgeting brought more women centric schems which

helped to reduce MMR, reduced literacy rate gap in men and women.

Today we see more women workforce before independence because of affirmative action only, but atrocities are growing on them so we need

more than earlier to make them powerful. If women are taught to be economic independent, they will not be considered as economic burden

this will reduce female foeticide and girl child discrimination.

Affirmative action alone doesn’t work, with that we need gender sensitization from school level among our child, to change our patriarchal

status. But at present state we need more of it.

Reply

garudan
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:40 pm (Edit)

I give due respect to all your opinions expect reservation. Because we know till now we have only marginally succeeded in uplifting our SC

and ST people through reservations in the higher institution. Our legislatures still trying ways to perpetuate the issue of reservation for

political gains instead of addressing the real issue of their upliftment. So it is not the reservation rather it is the quality education from

primary level and sensitization of the real cause of their problem.

But m not opposer to the reservation if it is rationally applied, my opinion is that there should be trickle down effect of benefits claimed by

reserved fellows, but in reality it is just the opposite, like those who have already claimed the reservation are not willing share their

benefits to others but with their family alone.

Reply

manish
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 0 pm (Edit)
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The condition of women Haryana is far worst. Women can not go to job, they can not talk to men outside, they can not study, beside the fact

Kalpana Chawala and miss worlds belongs to same state. Khap panchayat has eroded the women’s life. Neither state nor central government

could dare to intervene in this matter. This is pathetic.

Reply

Vinod
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:46 pm (Edit)

@Manish

correct your facts.

max girl military officers are coming from HARYANA, national women athelets are also coming from the same state. they are becoming

engineers doctors nurses teachers and police officers. they are asserting their rights in panchayats , politics and in families. they have

earned their space and still earning it.

Reply

Vinod
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:48 pm (Edit)

and you be surprised to know that a significant part of these women achievers from HARYANA are daughters and sisters of KHAP

leaders

Reply

manish
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:57  pm (Edit)

I am not more emphasizes on fact, my point is that women condition in Haryana is worst. Sex ratio is far below at the level of around

700 (If could remember correctly). Yet there is no action in this regard.
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Reply

NAWIN
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 5 pm (Edit)

women’s being the most neglected & minority section in the world,it is not only restricted for india, in some europe countries they given

voting power recently back in last decade,which were so called rational countries.During hindhu vedic period both men and women are having

same rights, as the days passed later one getting exploited by men, and devadasi system started. muslim culture paradha system, and in arab

countries still womens can’t ride any vehicle.

you take the example of wild animals tiger,lion ect female is the hunter and male is the eater. in same sense in humans women having same

capacity as men, but our religious scripture which all are written by men underestimated women and also exploited.As womens got educated,

start earning and occupying the same status as men, men can’t able to digest this. that is the reason rape and exploitation in office and torture

and so many.

so, women being marginalised they need push. first education, if women get education most of the problems will be solved, women getting 1/3

rd reservation and the decisions are taken by their spouse they want is the meaning of reservation, so education is must.

reservation is must for women, because our indian society is still not ready to place the women as same with men. so reservation is one of the

tool to make women on par with men

Reply

garudan
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:1 9 pm (Edit)

In my opinion, women empowerment a modern term coined by some rational humans to uplift one of the historically oppressed, subjugated

but those are the better half of men who, deservers equality in every aspect of life naturally. It is a tool,through which historical unjust can be

re-written and will give back their deserved status of equality in the present civilized world.

Though affirmative action of state may aid the process but it may not achieve the goal of giving the empowerment what she deserves. It is the

awareness among people and change of heart will give the desired goal. It is like when the people are in the illusion that women are their for
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mens’ service and obey them blindly in all their life , then it is the duty of every rational men to make the people aware that their illusion is a

historically created myth and have to wake them from the dream illusionary world to the reality.

So without making the people aware what is women empowerment and its importance, affirmative action will become another myth in the

process of giving the women what they should have owned by nature.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:23  pm (Edit)

Can we Imagine an alternative society, where the “role” of men and women is exactly opposite to what it is now. Please read my word “role”

and not in way their biological makeup. I mean to say, women going out to “run” the world and men staying at home as a constant gardener of

the “family life”. Is it possible?

Reply

gautam
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:28 pm (Edit)

we don’t need INVERSION but EQUALITY.

Reply

Vivek
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:45 pm (Edit)

I agree gautam. we dont require alternative society. we are just mending the loopholes.

Reply

gautam
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October 27 , 201 3  at 8:24 pm (Edit)

panchayati raj ; MNREGA, AANGANWADI,JANNI SHISHU SURAKSHA , EXEMPTION OF FEES for various exam, promotion for

education etc are positive works done by govt ; and no doubt it has not brought positive changes in life of women in INDIA. But we are facing

distorted result as our approach are also distorted .Yes society pulls back but we have not tried enough. AND culprit are every structure of

govt institution. Our bureaucracy still have the mentality of OFFICERS AND ENGLISHMEN. Political parties not see women empowerment

as issue . Here we must remember BAPU who tried different approach for women empowerment both politically and socially .

Don’t do different things just focus the plans which are already running.And the women who are already empowered should come forward.

Reply

raj
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:32 pm (Edit)

yes they should be given reservation in private jobs as well, this will empower them economically but with a rider ie identifying those really

need them otherwise those benefits will again be cornered by the HAVS (who has benefited most). Some will say why distinguish some day

those at the bottom also get a chance (Like TRICKLE DOWN EFFECT but we know it failed). Similarly all will work only with proper

IDENTIFICATION of beneficiaries.

Reply

Mayank Pandit
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:47  pm (Edit)

In my view, due to diversity in culture and living across the whole geography of our country, it is important to have a target-area specific

approach towards women empowerment. Govt. data shows that levels of empowerment vary with areas and are somewhat related to sex-

ratios primarily in rural areas. So we may say that a woman in north-east or kerala is more empowered than someone in haryana or rajasthan.

Affirmative action is definitely needed but it should be in consonance with the social reality of that particular state. Centre and states should

work closely in this regard. Education and health should be covered by the Central government and representation of women in public or

elected posts should come under state jurisdiction.
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Reply

1222
October 27 , 201 3  at 8:58 pm (Edit)

empowerment is a ‘means’ to achieve a life of dignity, is a way to development, making the targeted group to realise their capabilities.

Indian society has its own in built supressors that held women back, like religion, patriarchal mindset, lack of opportunities, etc. Thus,

affirmative actions act like catalysts to change above situations. They at least make these natural rights as legal as well in the eyes of society.

But these actions will gain legitimacy in the society only when there is a change in the mindset of those who oppose them. The most important

area where change is required is the family. Women need to be liberated from the tag of ‘household chores belongs to her’.

There is a strong need of awareness in the society that there is no God made rule that men cant do household work, take care of children, cant

share work in the kitchen, and many others. We need to learn this from Western countries where men do not hesitate doing so called women’s

work. There is no division of labour.

We need to ignite this feeling among our fellow beings that a son is not going to generate gold after growing up, a daughter is not going to

generate debt on the family.

For this we require some fundamental changes, like end of dowry system or those items given to the other party as ‘gifts’ ( with the intention

more to showcase their own standard to others in society) from their mindset, end of this tradition that married girl necessarily goes to the

other house.

Affirmative actions are simply ad hoc and quick fix solutions which do help, but we need to have long lasting and permanent solutions. And

this the state has left on the consciousness of the masses, on their their own enlightenment.

Reply

Prasoon
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:03  pm (Edit)

Why has it been that that we raise daughters like sons but have not dared raising sons like a daughter????
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Reply

Prasoon
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:07  pm (Edit)

Women travel for miles just to fetch water in several states of India. Even if a little is done to improve this it will have an impact towards

their stability.

Reply

1222
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:1 3  pm (Edit)

what I do not understand is why the legislators are opposimg reservation for women in the parliament? As if now we are having superb

governance in the country and women legislatures are going to disturb that!!

I do not think the male legislatures are doing anything better ( those having rape charges, criminal charges, watching porn in the assembly,

shouting like as in a fish market, not accepting real crude suggestions of Verma committee) !!!!

Reply

1222
October 27 , 201 3  at 9:1 8 pm (Edit)

and all this fetching firewood, water, etc are imposed on small girls on the day they start walking!! and they do even without complaining.

Doing all duties and demanding no rights!! Gandhi said : you do your duty and rights will be easier to assertain. This seems nowhere true!!

Reply

g ramu
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 0:21  pm (Edit)
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the problem lies in our thoughts. our traditions show us a narrow way regarding women and their role. I think an affirmative action is needed

not only to enact laws but also to strict implementation of existing laws. moral education should be a subject right from secondary level

showing equality between men and women. marriage law should be enacted to marry a woman only at minimum educational qualification and

man must have some extra education or equivalent because education only gives us rational thinking . national commission for women

empowerment should be created and it must have judiciary powers. one woman from every election constituency should contest. fast track

courts should be created at district level to eradicate rape like discriminations against women. women must go to her husband’s house only

when there is facilities like sanitation etc. women should be recruited to police dept and law dept etc. and more legislatives reforms are

needed. only then we see a society without inequalities.

Reply

mandip
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 0:23  pm (Edit)

To empower women, the mindset of the society as a whole needs to be changed. Society should accept men and women as two equal

components. Propaganda and awareness about these issues is a must, but it must be backed by substantial action by the govt. I believe that

Indian society has to move towards being a women-centric society before it can establish itself as an equal society with both genders being

equal. All the legislations towards women empowerment are definitely good steps but they must be followed by strict implementation and

propaganda. There must be constructive debates in parliament and state legislatures and school curriculums should be altered accordingly. A

lot of work needs to be done in spreading the awareness of women rights. So affirmative action is definitely a need of the time in the direction

of women empowernent.

Reply

kapil
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 0:49 pm (Edit)

Yes , we need a affirmative action on behalf of women , but before that we first have to change our cultural ethos regarding gender perception,

attitude of patriarchy and inferior being towards women to set affirmative structural actions towards women in various socio-economic deptt.

by help of women empowerment in the field of education,participation,health,sanitation, to led a happy life for the particular
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family,community and for a whole society itself

Reply

Chetan Gowda
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :00 pm (Edit)

“The place where women are worshiped the God resides there”- A sanskrit saying. Historically we have tried to undo the injustice done to the

women. Most men have fought against the tyranny of evil traditions like Sati, child marriages. A few like Gandhi, Vivekananda, Jyothiba Phule

have written elaborately the need of women empowerment in their writings. But, even today after so many years of drafting of Constitution we

have failed to realise it in letter and spirit. (WEF, Gender gap India ranks 101 out of 136)

Constitution: gives a clearcut rights to all its citizens. Articles 14, 15, 15(3), 16, 39(a), 39(b), 39(c) and 42 all call for independent women. We

have NCW. We do have several laws.

Importance of women empowerment :46% of the population in India is women. How can we have holistic inclusive approach for

development. Recent times : Ela Bhat (SEWA), Vinita Bhatcharjee (SBI), Kiran Mazumdar (Biocon), Mary kom(boxer) have showed the path

of glory for women. But, still many end up at dormant stages.

the question arises why women empowerment has not taken up seriously. can we do it by economic empowerment ? Can we do it by social

empowerment ? can we do it by political empowerment? can it be done by assertively pursuing ? Can we become egalitarian society radically?

. The answer is a simple “NO”.Since, we are a Democratic,Socialistic-ally diverse country. However, We need to pursue it more humanly,

holistically. In the sence, a boy should be able to address a girl with respect. A newly married young woman needs to look at elder woman with

the same dignity she wants to be treated.

educationly empower: however, we GoI has SSA, RTE, Saakshar Bharat. Recently, in 2011 census there is an increase in literacy rate.

economic empowerment: employment based schemes= National Skill devep Program, role of SHGs, Women NGOs- Kudumbashree, SEWA,

women bank. Livelihood based issue.

Political empowerment: educational empowerment must imply political emp. We have 50% reserves in PRI & ULBs, Bills pending before

parliament for approval which seak 33% reservation. we currently, have President of ruling party, leader of opposition in Loksabha, 3 CMs
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(Jayalalitha, Mamatha banerjee, Shiela Dixit) and 3 former CMs as Party presidents (Mayawati ; Vasundara Raje(state), Rabadi devei). Have

these leaders changed the fortunes of women in their respective states? Have their been any candidates inspired by these leaders? Facts on

these issues can be taken but we have failed to note the impacts.

Planning women friendly: gender budgeting, urban planning, transport system, Health indicators.

However, The challenge of women empowerment varies across sections- women of SC/ST , Minority are believed have double deprived, one

for being born in a deprived caste another as a deprived gender. Inhumane Girl child- sex based abortions. There are sex-workers, who have

not chosen the profession for having found pleasure in what they do , but the social consequences like poverty, hunger has pushed them to do.

There are “trans-gender” even this is refered as weaker sex. The Old-Women, the longevity in women is higher than men. thus increasing their

numbers. Many sociologists believe women are act as medium for carrying over caste system(irrespective of higher or lower).

The large disparity in indian context with states, across states. we need to learn and implement them. The best practices are to taken up.

The change we need to bring about should be addressed holistically. The Preamble calls for “Justice- social, economic and political”.

Increasing crimes against women is unacceptable. The chronology is of important. Pre-independence when K.C.Sen, I.Vidyasagar address the

“Social” aspect. It was only while anti-partition movement the “economic and political” aspect came up. But, however, the need to

empowerment is necessary. The dignity of women should be preserved for any civilized society. But, assertively in a democratic setup would

compound the solution to another problem. Administrative will to implement laws in true spirit, quicker justice, social awareness. We all hope

we get into egalitarian society envisaged by Gandhi , R. Tagore with Humanity and Science together holding up the human will.

(I hope my thought has been expressed clear. can someone verify? , Thank you)

Reply

Chetan Gowda
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :1 2  pm (Edit)

I failed to write what egalitarianism Gandhi, R.Tagore thought of.

SO, Gandhi- for more political, economic role for women. He considered role of women more vital as a teacher, mother, sister at home as

well. He was against caste system too.
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R.Tagore- called for more social interaction and end of social evils against gender .

Reply

NAWIN
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :25 pm (Edit)

@chethan gandhi is not against cast system, he supported cast system but he was against discrimination. don’t take other way, he

supported cast system in term of profession.

Reply

Chetan Gowda
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :27  pm (Edit)

he supported Varna ashrama , i doubt caste. I’ve confusion here. Thank 

Reply

sailor SHRI !!
October 27 , 201 3  at 1 1 :24 pm (Edit)

For the motion

affirmative action need to be continued ,implementation is root cause,-from both ends -demand and supply side

demand-women has to made aware of the rights,break social ethos which discriminate -how? MEDIA,NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR WOMEN

RIGHTS ,TV SHOWS (satyamev jayte) BOLLYWOOD (censor item songs) DEBATES

Social attitude has to change “hum badlenge,jug badlega” to make it happen -”FAMILY” has to make sure “daughter “is treated as par with

“son”
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Zero discrimination(celebration at birth.house hold job,education.nutrition,job,marriage,earnings) son’s should thought how to respect

women from the very first day.

Education in itself act as catalyst for empowerment , irony is :its only failure to implement affirmative action ,there is still need for such

action..but with environment created with MEDIA demand from WOMEN

CIVIL SOCIETY and gradual attitude change of the YOUTH ,because women has faced enough of KHAPS

Reply

Gaurav
October 28, 201 3  at 1 :56 am (Edit)

I shall start from Akand’s point of view that “By making a nobody, somebody has empowered woman in a substantial way”.

The issue is how to bring change? should it be gradual or drastic.

I believe it should be balanced. Let’s analyze.

First, we have given her a power, though practically titular but it has the capacity to give that illiterate woman, conditioned through ages in a

patriarchal society a chance to venture out of her household. This chance is extremely crucial. This chance is the seed which shall grow to

become a tree. There are ample examples of extremely successful illiterate woman sarpanches in Bihar. They too were referred as somebody’s

wife earlier but one day they realized that enough was enough and then they ventured out. So, giving power to woman had the seedling effect

whose importance can’t be understated.

Second issue is that now when we have crossed the first barrier what is the next step. The next step is to make a female economically

important for a household. How to do this,

(a) Calculate in monetary terms what is the value of household work done by a woman. Now this value must be aggressively advertised. It

must be given a legal backing by using it in marriage related disputes and alimony cases. This will put a firm value to woman’s work and give

her financial power in the sense that the domestic chores which was considered her duty now has an economic angle. Thus women will become

assertive.

(b) Birth of girl child must bring some money in the household immediately. This will force the parents to enroll birth of her daughter in

government papers. Now this could be used as an opportunity to trace the growth of the girl child, even a capacity building measure for

conditional cash transfer. This kind of scheme is running in UP by the name of Bhagyalakshmi and it has proved to be instrumental in raising

the status of woman. Earlier there was a scheme when a rural girl scored 1st div. in her boards she was given an instant prize of 20000. In my
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village for the first time coaching institutes were opened which cost Rs.120 a month and girls were forcefully sent there by their parents. I

think that was the only time when a rural Indian forced his daughter to go to a coaching class!! This clearly shows that educating a girl is a

measure to be pursued in a later stage the first point is to make her economically valuable for the family.

(c) There has to be a gender based cess in the lines of education cess. The proceeds from this cess must be exclusively used for maternal health

care, adolescent girls and old age widows.

(d) there should be a horizontal reservation of 20% in civil services for women. This will ensure at least 20% women candidate entry from

SC/ST/OBC community. By and by woman reservation law in the parliament and state legislature should be also passed. This will be the

second term reform. When women at grass root are empowered enough slowly their ambitions will urge them to taste deeper waters. Yes

initially only rich will benefit but the infrastructure created by empowering woman at the bottom will create enough talent in the long run that

the talented will seize the power from the rich. This was the precise logic to reserve the seat of SC/ST.

(e) gender based studies in curricula should be introduced by and by but that will show positive result in long run only. I think bollywood will

catch up even faster. Women will be more aware any way. In a globalized world the woman will learn faster from social media than from

books.

All these arguments prove that affirmative action is the right way to empower woman.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 28, 201 3  at 8:25 am (Edit)

Purrfecto!

Reply

Gaurav
October 28, 201 3  at 9:55 am (Edit)

gracias!

Reply
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Sahil Garg
October 28, 201 3  at 7 :1 6 am (Edit)

Affirmative action is obviously a need of the hour. But I want to ask a genuine question. Is affirmative action enough for the women? Don’t

they require social, economic, cultural, educational, physical, mental and intellectual empowerment?

The reservation of women in the higher level will not change the status quo until and unless they are empowered from the birth. They won’t be

able to do justice to themselves unless properly socialized. They would not be able to raise their voice at the floor of the house unless given the

proper educational support and physical and mental strength to outpace the patriarchy because the very social fabric of Indian society

institutionalizes gender based exploitation and inequality.

Government under affirmative action abolished dowry as well as girl child marriage and provided for share in ancestral property. But the

empirical data points out how women themselves do not demand share in property because of fear of social isolation or are forced due to

social culture and values. They do not have any say about their future decision and thus are forced to marriage early as can be gauged from

the ranking of India in gender gap index. Dowry is still prevalent and girl is considered as Praya Dhan in various pockets of country. As

Patricia Uberoi pointed out that the body of a woman is external to her for the reason that contraceptives are experimented on her body for

family planning, amino synthesis tech is used for identification of abortion of girl child indicating that a women’s body is ruptured to kill a

women yet to be born.

The experience of women reservation in the grass root politics is very dismal and gloomy. In many situations, woman elected as sarpanch is

not actually permitted to participate in public sphere activities. The male counterpart of her family join panchayat meetings, take decisions

and officially elected women are compelled to sign on dotted lines. This has given way to the rise of the so called sarpanch patis. Even in case

of higher echelons of governance, election to these reserved categories will be based on identity cult (like in case of UP akhilesh yadav’s wife

getting elected or Kanimozi ) and not on the true social consciousness.

The other impediment in the emancipation of women is gender based violence. The increased gender violence, rape, sexual assault, eve

teasing require extraordinary measures. An integrative movement not only for the reservation of seats for women in parliament or services

but also a say in household decision making, rejection of pink color jobs which speak about feminization of occupations, bridging gender gap

in the educational structure is the need of the hour. Utsa Patnaik indicates that a pair of bullocks do less hours of work than a women of a

family. The government cannot take affirmative route in case of household work wages as it will commercialize Mia-Biwi relations and will be

seen as undue interference in internal or private affairs of family. Family will be reduced to a Household. It is the male counterpart who needs

to take the woman of the house on board for decision making. He must come out as a potential force that emancipate her and provide her the

right environment to grow. Therefore changes in family structure require change in attitude, norms and values of the society in collectivity.
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On the other hand women who are more educated are often forced to work in less labour intensive jobs which give rise to pink collar jobs. This

hampers diversification of their skills and growth of physical wellbeing. The women should be given equality of space, opportunity and power

both in public and private life and in every structure of the society through affirmative action as well as collective action of the society and

individuals.

All this requires is not only reservation but affirmation in the form of interest free loans to women SHGs, better education and facilites and

skill development and an integrative, harmonic national women movement in search of an inclusive society free from the bondage of

hierarchy and patriarchy.

Reply

VIJAY T
October 29, 201 3  at 1 0:1 8 am (Edit)

@Insight 50% reservation empowered women S-E&Politically but out reach be confined to already enjoying fruits(similar to reservation).In a

male dominant society women folk exercise their rights to a limited extent,this should be taken as hurdle.As change be gradual process as it be

manifested in SHG’S success in Andhra Pradesh.

Reply

Deepak
October 29, 201 3  at 8:1 9 pm (Edit)

In feb 2013 the French government did strike down an archaic law that debarred Parisian women from wearing trouser;Saudi women are still

fighting for their right to get driving license.One conclusion can be drawn from these instances,that,the so called empowerment of women is

achievable only by the political actions.In fact,if we want to empower women in social and economic sphere,the steps need to be taken in this

direction are somehow related to the political actions.In this regard,it is imperative to have affirmative actions,draining out from govt.laws

and policies,for women empowerment.

Reply

Nithya
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October 30, 201 3  at 1 2:35 am (Edit)

Blaming or simply passing the buck onto the politicians does not solve the problem, after all politicians in India play pure vote bank

politics; If we do really want to empower women in the social and economic sphere , we have to motivate them and create awareness .

Affirmative action does help in creating more awareness since the proportionate representation increases but it does so only upto an

extent.

NGOs could take up the responsibility of staging dharnas and roadside skits etc to promote awareness. SHG help in empowerment like

‘Kudumbashree’ in Kerala. Active participation of youth and student leaders by providing door to door awareness is also an option.

The crux is equip women with education that can encourage them to break free from their social barriers;motivate them to challenge the

system. Simple provision of 50 or 80% reservation on paper will not reach the actual targets until and unless they know what they attain a

min level of awareness
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